[Molecular characteristics of leiomyoma uteri based on selected compounds of the extracellular matrix].
Leiomyoma is a monoclonal benign tumor. It is often located in the muscle layer of the uterus in women of reproductive age. Its growth is accelerated by pregnancy and hormonal therapy. Its growth also depends on the concentration of sex hormones. Growth factors and cytokines may also participate in the formation of leiomyomas. The modulation of mitotic activity and abnormal extracellular matrix production are key elements of tumor growth. Elements of the TGFbeta superfamily are crucial factors in the proliferation of neoplasmic cells. TGF-beta1 and -beta3 stimulate the synthesis of various components of the extracellular matrix, but they also down-regulate the synthesis of proteinases which degrade the matrix, often leading to excessive overdeposition of connective tissue. Collagen types 1 and 3 are the main structural components of the extracellular matrix. The biosynthesis of collagens requires, among others, the action of procollagen C-endopeptidase, a protein of the BMP-1/mTLD subfamily. BMP-1/mTLD-like proteinases remove the carboxyl propeptides of procollagens 1, 2, and 3. Removal of the C-propeptides decreases the solubility of procollagens about 1000-fold to a concentration critical for their spontaneous self-assembly to collagen fibrils. Different substrates of BMP-1/mTLD are prolysyl oxidase, gamma2 chain of prolaminin, procollagen type VII, miostatin, dentin matrix protein 1, and perlekan. Due to the activation of various substrates by BMP-1/mTLDs, they are important regulators of the production of the extracellular matrix and its quality as well as of antiangiogenic responses by producing a factor from the basal membrane compound called perlekan. The BMP-1/mTLDs influence the formation of dorsal ventral patterning in embryos by releasing BMP-2/4 from the inhibitory protein chordin. Another aspect is induction of the development of muscle and neural tissue by activation of GDF8 and GDF11 as well as the regulation of growth and cell proliferation by releasing TGF-beta1 and -beta3 from latent complexes. Another yet poorly understood aspect is the evolution of neoplastic cells based on other than molecular genetic mechanisms. The detectable karyotype anomalies in tumor cells constitute just 40%. Therefore in this review the possible roles of extracellular matrix compounds and regulatory factors in the pathology of leiomyoma are discussed.